Electrical Program Consultant District Map

**NOTE:** This map is not to be used for electrical permitting and inspecting under Wis. Admin. Code § SPS 316.011. Some municipalities have been delegated responsibility for these services. The full list of delegated municipalities can be viewed [here](#). Contact the municipality directly for electrical permitting and inspection questions in these areas.

1 – Tony Tadysak  
   Anthony.Tadysak@Wisconsin.gov  
   262-895-9078

2 – Craig Mulder  
   Craig.Mulder@Wisconsin.gov  
   608-444-5701

Supervisor – Mike McNally  
   MichaelD.McNally@Wisconsin.gov  
   262-548-5861

General Questions  
   DSPSSBElectricTech@Wisconsin.gov  
   608-264-7823